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Memoriam 

In Memoriam: Richard A. Toupin, 
1926-2017 

MMS 

I had the pleasure to interact personally with Richard Toupin over three consecutive days in Montreal. We 
spoke for more than twenty hours during coffee breaks, lunches, dinners and walks in downtown Montreal, on 
the occasion of the 4th Canadian Conference on Nonlinear Solid Mechanics (CanCNSM2013) at McGill Uni
versity, 23-26 July, 2013. He was attending a symposium in his honor organized by David Steigmann and myself. 
We announced the symposium with the following words: "Dr. Richard Toupin is one ofthe 20th century's most 
eminent contributors to theoretical mechanics, applied mathematics and physics. His deep contributions to the 
Lagrangian school of Continuum Mechanics stand as milestones in the history of science. His mastery of math
ematical methods allowed him to advance the works of the founders of his discipline: Gabrio Pio la and Eugène 
and François Cosserat. He gave us a framework in which to understand microstructured continua as well as 
electromechanical phenomena." 

I had the honor ofToupin's presence at the conference and was delighted to meet this originai, good-natured 
person and to enjoy his many anecdotes about the history of our subject, the beauty of which was so greatly 
enhanced by his works. However, I had already known his deep and somehow mysterious mind via the papers 
which he had written and which I had the good fortune to read during my PhD studi es and also later in my career. 
Richard Toupin had seemed to me a voice out of the choir: a harmonious voi ce accompanied by those of great 
contemporaries like Raymond Mindlin, Ronald Rivlin, Alleo Pipkin, Paul Germain, Leonid Sedov and Ekhart 
Kroner. Richard Toupin is also rightly famous for his co-authorship, with C. Truesdell, of the monumental 
treatise: "The Classical Field T heories", published by Springer-Verlag in 1960. This masterwork remains the 
single most important source for theoretical mechanics to the present day. 
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I recall here some aspects of Richard Toupin’s personal history, as he explained it to me at the Montreal meet-
ing. He was of course of French background, his ancestors having lived in Quebec. Richard was very proud of his
French origins. He and I joked that perhaps his inclination towards variational principles was due to his French
heritage and to the fact that Lagrange and D’Alembert were working in Paris. I managed to obtain from Richard
a detailed CV: Born August 20, 1926 in Miami, he got his BS at the University of South Carolina in 1946; his MS
at the University of Hawaii 1949 with a dissertation having the title: “On the Motion of Singularities in the Gen-
eral Theory of Relativity”; and his PhD at Syracuse University 1961 with a dissertation entitled: “A Dynamical
Theory of Elastic Dielectrics”. Toupin’s subsequent papers on this subject paved the way for the modern theory
of electro-magneto-mechanical interactions in continuous media. During the period 1946–47 he was U. S. Navy
Navigator aboard the U.S.S Andromeda; and during 1949–50 Instructor of Physics and Mathematics, University
of Hawaii, Honolulu. He was active in research in several public and state research laboratories, as documented
in the following list of his positions: 1950–52 Research Staff Member, Applied Mathematics Branch,U. S. Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.; 1952–54 Research Assistant, Graduate Student Syracuse University,
Syracuse, N. Y.; 1954–6: Research Staff Member, Applied Mathematics Branch, U. S. Naval Research Lab-
oratory, Washington, DC.; 1956–62: Head, Theoretical Mechanics Section, U. S. Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC.; 1962–66: Research Staff Member, Mathematical Sciences Department, IBM Research Cen-
ter, Yorktown Heights, N. Y.; 1966–68: Visiting Research Staff Member, IBM Research Laboratory, Zurich,
Switzerland; 1968–74: Manager, Theoretical Mechanics, Mathematical Sciences Department, IBM Research
Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y.; 1974–81: Director, Mathematical Sciences Department, IBM Research Cen-
ter, Yorktown Heights, N. Y.; 1982–83: Consultant, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, IBM General Products
Division Development Laboratory, San Jose, CA.; 1983–86: Manager, Scientific and Engineering Computa-
tion, IBM Science Center, Heidelberg.; 1986–88: FRG Visiting Scholar, Mathematics and Applied Mechanics,
Stanford University, and Consultant in Applied Mechanics, IBM Almaden Research Center.

Richard Toupin was the recipient of several prizes: The Hulbert Award, 1961; U. S. Naval Research Lab-
oratory Outstanding Scientist of the Year; New York Academy of Sciences Annual Invited Evening Lecture
on Mechanics 1965: “St. –Venant and a Matter of Principle”; and the IBM Outstanding Contribution Award,
1973 [with G. Fan] for work on magnetic ink jet printing. His groundbreaking paper “Elastic Materials with
Couple Stresses” was the most cited of the genre in the decade 1972–1982. Indeed this seminal work laid the
foundation for research on scale effects in elasticity, currently a very active field. He was a Founding Member
of the Society for Natural Philosophy, 1963–86, and Secretary of the Society, 1965–67. He was member of the
editorial boards of: The American Mathematical Society, Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis, and
International Journal of Engineering Science.

While I was reading his CV, Richard became amused by my surprise that he never had been a professor. I
asked him if that was a choice or a circumstance. How could it be possible that he did not get any university
position with his extraordinary curriculum and scientific standing? He did not answer directly except to say that
it was not a choice but rather a circumstance of life. I understood later that around 1961 he had turned down
an offer from Ronald Rivlin to become a professor in the Applied Mathematics Department at Brown, as he
preferred to go to IBM Research instead.

While telling me that he had studied the textbook of theoretical physics by Landau, and that he had always
believed that computers were bound to dramatically change our lives, Richard started telling me how much he
enjoyed playing tennis and that his life had never been only science or career. Gently, Richard then returned to
his “self-education”: He chose Landau as his guide at first, upon reading the introductory chapter in Volume
2 of “The Classical Theory of Fields”, where Lagrangian methods are described as the most powerful tool for
formulating new physical theories. Richard remarked that Landau’s title was basically replicated in his treatise
with Truesdell, adding: “Of course if you already know the result, then you can also get it without resorting to
variational principles”. Being proud of his mastery of French, he recalled the famous quote of Lagrange: “On
ne trouvera point de Figures dans cet Ouvrage. Les méthodes que j’y expose ne demandent ni constructions,
ni raisonnemens géométriques ou méchaniques, mais seulement des opérations algébriques, assujetties à une
marche réguliere et uniforme. Ceux qui aiment l’Analyse, verront avec plaisir la Méchanique en divenir une
nouvelle branche, et me sauront gré d’en avoir étendu ansi le domaine”. Richard completed his digression
about his self-education by emphasizing the great influence on him of the works by Levi-Civita. He referred to
himself as a champion of Levi-Civita tensor calculus and expressed the view that all the efforts made to change
Levi-Civita’s index notation were bound to be a total failure, until another bright mind like Levi-Civita himself
finds a drastic further innovation. While concluding that he did not see anybody who was capable of improving
on this notation, and that all the efforts which he had seen merely concealed the true content of the theory, he
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started talking about the “Lecture Notes in Physics” by R. Feynman. He did not stop talking about the chapter
on variational principles until dinner was finally served.

After the end of his time at the Theoretical Mechanics Section of the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory in
Washington, D.C., Richard Toupin started what he described as a new life. Having read Trusedell’s paper “The
Computer: Ruin of Science and Threat to Mankind” in “An Idiot’s Fugitive Essays on Science” (Springer-Verlag,
1984, pp. 594–631), I had naively attributed to Toupin the same attitude against computers. Richard, instead,
was very proud of this second life: He modestly outlined his role in some of the most important advancements in
computer technology. His CV documents the patents and invention disclosures which he had obtained: “Magne-
tohydrodynamic Velocity Modulation of a Jet” [with Lynn West], 1972; “Electromagnetic Modulation of a Thin
Magnetic Fluid Jet” [with G. Fan], 1977; “Selective Deflection of a Stream of Magnetic Fluid Droplets [with
G. Fan], 1974; “Recording System Utilizing Magnetic Deflection. Asynchronous Magnetic Ink Jet System”
[with G. Fan], 1972; “Magnetic Ink Jet Printer” [with G. Fan and F. H. Dill], 1973; “Drop Shutter for Ink Jet
Printing”[with G. Fan], 1972; “Fluid Jet Deflection by Modulation and Coanda Selection”, 1973; “Method and
Apparatus for Asynchronously Forming Magnetic Liquid Droplets” [with G. Fan], 1975; “Distributed Blowing
Engine for Electronic Cooling” [with P.Stuckert], 1976; “Method and Apparatus for Recording Information on a
Recording Surface” [with G. Fan and F. H. Dill], 1976; “Facsimile with Encrypted Hard Copy”[with R. Myers],
1977.

While telling me the story of his works in transforming his equations into real objects, Richard started
talking about his achievements in the research of innovative technological solutions: indeed the hard disks we
are using in our computers are all the result of Richard’s understanding of frictional and electrical phenomena.
Probably Richard was too modest in underestimating his contributions to this field, but perhaps this can be
understood as reflecting the need of IBM to guard some secrets about its new devices. Richard was very proud
of his last papers: 1. “Numerical Solution of Steady-State Problems for Nonlinear Magnets” [with D. Quarles]
RC-3871, IBM Research Report, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., 1972. 2. “An Iterative Method for the Computation
of Eigenvalues of a Matrix” [with A. Ziv] RC 9491, IBM Research Report, 1982. 3.“Solving Large Sparse
Systems of Linear Equations with Guaranteed Accuracy” [with U. Schauer], Proceedings of IBM Symposium
on Accurate Scientific Computation, Springer-Verlag Lecture Notes on Computer Science, 1986. He was also
co-editor with W. L. Miranker of the Proceedings of this Symposium.

Toupin’s papers, lectures and presentations prove that he was ahead of his time. The subjects treated
in them will become topical after some decades, and indeed many recent papers rediscover periodically
the results presented there. A list of his papers and lectures may be found at: http://www.fdellisola.it/wp-
content/uploads/2013/08/CVToupin.pdf

At the end of the Montreal conference, when we knew that our conversations were about to end, Richard
invited me to visit him at his home in Florida. I regret that I did not manage to organize this visit in time.
Richard’s health deteriorated in 2014 and our email exchanges ended abruptly. However, before saying goodbye
he added that he had had a happy life, full of fun, with a nice group of friends and that he did not regret any
choice he had made. He did not believe himself to be a genius, he had not invented anything in particular, but
he had worked seriously in service to science and knowledge by honoring the human mind. I did not have the
chance to tell him what I write here: Richard Toupin was a great scientist. His family will miss his humanity;
humanity will miss his mind.
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